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When Danielle Boatman inherits Marlow House, she dreams of turning it into a seaside bed and
breakfast. Since sheâ€™s never visited the property, Danielleâ€™s not sure what awaits her in
Oregon. She certainly doesnâ€™t expect to find one of the houseâ€™s previous owners still in
residence. After all, the man has been dead for almost ninety yearsâ€”shouldnâ€™t he have moved
on by now?Charming Walt Marlow convinces Danielle the only way he can move on is if she solves
the mystery of his death. Danielle soon discovers her real problems may come from the
livingâ€”those who have their sights on Marlow Houseâ€™s other secrets.
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I almost didn't order this book because of some of the reviews. I'm glad that I did anyway. . I haven't
been able to put this book down since I started reading it this morning. This story runs at a good
clip....and it's very interesting. I, unlike others, did not think of the Ghost and Mrs Muir. This was

completely modern and totally different and far more interesting. While the idea of ghosts is in itself
a bit "out there," the story was very plausible... logical... and about the way you might interact with a
ghost assuming you could get over the initial fear and shock should you see one. The main
characters are extremely normal. The main character and her side-kick are not scatter brained nor
given to illogical actions. There are no exaggerated personality disorders. There's, nothing to make
feel you've stretched your believability too far, not one boring paragraph...you won't skip one single
sentence. I ordered the second book in this series without even reading the synopsis, nor any of the
comments just minutes ago. I'm holding myself back from starting on it until the laundry is
done....talk about suffering.... I can't wait to get started!! If you like cozy mysteries, and like the idea
of spiritual involvement in your story... then you're not going to do any better than this. Take it from
me, I've read well over 400 mysteries since I've had my Kindle just a few years ago... I have
"deleted" many books from my Kindle after the first chapter or so as I just can't tolerate anything too
nonsensical or droning torturous descriptions of everything...and stories that won't move. I am not
easy to please. This ranks right up with one of the best reads in a long long time. Ah... the dryer just
beeped.... I gotta run!

It was a good little mystery and I enjoyed the ghost aspect. The good news is that this would work
well for young people, but it is a little light if your preference is thrillers. Sometimes I am exhausted
after reading an intense book, so this was nice for a change. It flowed well so I have no regrets
reading.

Spoiler Free ReviewI had no real expectations when I picked up this book. What I got was a well
written and interesting mystery with a bit of a paranormal twist. With out spoiling the book for you
the main character can communicate with ghosts. Book is a clean and entertaining read. It is the set
up for a series and while it can stand on it's own there is a set up for a second and I expect many
more in the series. You will like the characters you are supposed to like and dislike the ones you
aren't. The mystery is well presented and the pace of the book is comfortable.I am looking forward
to the next.

I sometimes pick a book based on its cover, and this was one of those. It seemed like it would be
light fare, and it was. But it was a ton of fun as well. The mystery was interesting, the characters
likeable, the denouement satisfying. I liked the chemistry between Danielle and Walt, and although
some of the other characters can be a little annoying, they didn't ruin the book. I am actually looking

forward to reading the next book in the series.

A good easy read. Seemed like too many things happened in a short amount of time. Sort of like the
time line was out of kilter. The troubling thing for this reader was this story seemed SO-o-o much
like something I had read a while back. There were so many similarities that it stayed with me
throughout the entire book. I just could not put my finger on it. Oh well I read it anyway since I paid
for the book.

I read the sample and liked it enough to buy it, because it was well-written and I love this genre
(mysteries involving ghosts) but I quickly decided to return it after reading a few more chapters. It
started to grate on me that we were repeatedly treated to male characters' opinions of how
attractive the two female main characters were. When the main character thought to herself it was
"kind of sweet" that the male ghost had watched her undress for bed and found her attractive, I had
to stop reading it.

I love to read, most of all I love series. When I came across The Ghost of Marlow House I thought
ok I'll try it out. I wasn't let down in the least. It is a fantastic read. Once I started it I couldn't put it
down. If you love stories about ghost this is one to read. Mr. Marlow doesn't know he is dead and
when his home gets inherited after 85 years he is surprised. Danni can see ghost and she isn't
afraid to put Mr. Marlow in his place. Trying to help him go to light is one big series of mishaps. This
book will make you laugh, make you mad(for what happened to Marlow) and make you keep
guessing on who done it. A must read, now on to book two:)

Remember the really old (black and white) movie and sorta old tv series The Ghost and Mrs. Muir?
Totally reminded me of shows shows. Believe it or not I bought this book on a dreary Saturday, by
Thursday of the same week I have read all 3 in the series and sit here (im)patiently waiting for my
pre-order of book 4. Really a great read, not easily solved by us readers. A slight bit of humor with
the 100 year old mystery murder of Walt. Wsh he were my Ghost.
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